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CITY - EXT. LIT

A series of ears alternate on the screen in a dark

environment, figures moving in foreground and background.

The ears behave as belonging to people in a cue: everytime a

new one enters the frame it is carefully explored by a

flaslight pointed by someone that checks the inside of the

ear to make sure there’s nothing hidden in the auricle. Then

the head moves on and the ear in frame is replaced by

another one.

HOUSE - INT. LIT

A young woman (Y) is sleeping in a messy bedroom with big

earmuffs on.

CITY - EXT. LIT

The overwhelming ambiance of a large environment full of

people. Sets of sound systems loudly play some confused

hammering electronic music in what appears to be an overly

crowded narrow street lit and populated like a dancefloor of

a rave party. On the dirty cement street, animated

multicoloured patterns and stroboscopic visuals are

projected on people, objects and surrounding buildings.

Light, now dim and intermittent, now erupting in diffused

saturated colours bathing the space, shows us gleams of

people in the darkness conducting their daily activities

(mainly just walking to places, but there are also

businesses and shops of different kinds on the pavement, ex:

barbers, weaving, laundrettes, building sites...). Only a

few are dancing, embedded in the multitude, many just

sporadically keep the rythm of the music in their actions as

a natural, long term habit without enjoyment. No one

actually seems to be having fun, many look suspicious and

paranoid, almost no one talks to anybody. The age and race

composition of the crowd is various. Different drugs are

taken publicly through different methodologies. Rare patrols

of policemen in bouncers uniforms stop random people on the

street and point flashlights in their auricles to make sure

they’re clear of obstructive artifacts.

A young man (X) is working in a stall on the side of the

street. Alongside other workers, he’s

assembling/disassembling small objects he’s handed by

someone next to him before passing them on to the following

worker. The music is so loud and the beat so square that the

small assembly line seems to proceed according to its

rhythm. X keeps on checking the counter displaied next to

his place, on which a number of credits is rising as he

works.
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When the digits on it reach a certain sum, X suddenly stops

working (although almost still moving with the momentum of

the beat for a while), passes his wrist in front of the

counter which resets and steps out of the stall, leaving his

place to another person waiting behind him.

As he’s walking away, X takes a couple of baggies out of his

pockets: first he ingests a pill taken from one and

activates a timer on the bioluminescent tattoo stamped on

his wrist, then inhales heavily some of the other baggie’s

content. Following his walk in the middle of the other

inhabitants of the street, we stop on the face and the eye

of a pedestrian that stands up looking up crazed: on his

rapidly shrinking pupil, the reflection of a balloon

floating up between the buildings.

What we’re shown photographically starts intercutting and

merging with abstract computer generated imagery, resulting

in arbitrary colours, sounds and shapes exploding in

articulate dances of graphic elements on the screen. We

follow the balloon flying up and up and we’re revealed the

endless vertical extension of the city, made of alleys and

cement buildings stack on top of other streets, brigdes and

buildings, in a maze of neon lights and speakers attached to

all walls.

TITLE

The omnipresent music is in a moment of bridging quiet as

the ballon ends its ascent against a canopy, right in front

of a speaker. As soon as the beat loudly kicks back in the

balloon implodes.

BLACK BAR - INT. LIT

We enter a sweaty, black painted room filled with lights,

some tables and a bar. The place is still reached by some

atmospheric attributes of the street (firstly the music) but

its furniture and lighting make it a slightly more

minimal-looking space. Nevertheless, the crowd present in it

acts more excited than outside, groups of people are

dancing, drinking, shouting at each others.

At the counter, customers are buying and consuming different

drugs, alone or in groups, everyone in an evidently diverse

mood from each other. A bartender quickly serves a line of

crushed, glowing rocks from what looks like a pepper grinder

to X, clinging on the counter at the end of the bar. X

snorts the powder, pays the barman and clumsily gets up. His

moves are unsteady, his eyes inebriated. With him, we are

experiencing deformations and alterations of different kinds

in the audiovisual fabric of the already messy universe

we’ve been introduced.

(CONTINUES)
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Getting ahead through the mass of people while taking a

cigarette from a pack and putting it on his ear, X reaches

for a spirits vending machine and drinks a few shots in a

row; everytime, he pays by getting his wrist close to a

sensor on the machine - decreasing sums of credits appear as

a bioluminescent stamp on his wrist.

After accidentally dropping his last glass he joins a group

of FRIENDS who are loudly talking (although the music is so

loud that no one is actually able to understand what the

others are saying). One of his friends ask him about a girl,

and why she’s not there. X looks very dazed and almost

doesn’t interact with them, soon he suddenly starts to say

goodbye to everyone. Someone in the group insists that X

smokes out of a LED-filled pipe, he refuses first but then

cedes to the pressing offer and has a drag, then walks out.

STREET - EXT. LIT

Even with a luminescent map indicating his way back home

’stamped’ on the wrist, X looks confused and nauseated. We

see him breathing heavily, although the sound of his breath

is obviously covered by the loud music. The constant

alterations of his and our perception leave him unable to

figure out completely what is going on around him.

X smokes a cigarette, the other one still on his ear, gazes

around with empty look. At times he becomes really aware of

the presence of the other pedestrians so his eyes point down

and his body and expression almost freeze in an extreme

attempt not to call attention on himself; at other times he

starts walking decisively in a direction, almost with rage,

before stopping again in the middle of the street. After

stumbling between the confused mass of people under the

flashing lights for a bit, X runs into a patrol of policemen

that stop him and check his ear although he almost cannot

collaborate, then they let him go.

HOUSE - INT. LIT

The overwhelmingly loud distorted music turns into a more

uniform and intimate hum that envelops the sound of X’s

actions as he enters his flat. Although still wornout by

auditory and visual alterations, reality seems to be more of

a comfortable place now that the music is not as

uncomfortably loud as outside.

The flat is a boxy, messy place almost entirely lit by the

pressing illumination of the street lights and projections

outside coming through windows and blinds. X makes his

clumsy entrance while taking his clothes off. He can’t walk

straight in the corridor, so he stumbles on some objects.

(CONTINUES)
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He proceeds into the bedroom: inside, in between wornout

futuristic furniture, clothes, stoves and boxes, is the

double bed where Y is laying down slouch. She is sleeping. X

touches her shoulder in a clumsy attempt of tenderness, she

reacts with a bothered movement and keeps on sleeping. On

her wrist, a luminescent text indicating her remaining hours

of sleep appears and fades back away after a few seconds. X

glances at the various napkins and empty food boxes on the

bed, then notices many empty phials of a spray next to her

pillow. X totters to his side of the bed and flops on it,

takes another look at Y sleeping and inhales once from one

of the spray phials. He immediately starts transitioning

into sleep.

STREET - EXT. LIT

As X’s body falls asleep and his thoughts swirl away, we

spiral with him in geometric tunnels and transition into a

slower, more voluptuous pace.

We witness an oniric memory of X: he is on a crowded street

and looks at a young woman from far away. She’s Y, and she

looks beautifully pure and frightened in the middle of the

agitated flow of indifferent pedestrians. She notices X and

makes eye contact with him, at first worried, then smiling.

X starts to walk towards her as her smile becomes more and

more self-confident, but there appears to be a trick of

perspective: the closer he gets to her, the more the YOUNG

WOMAN becomes bigger and bigger in frame, and so her face,

and so her eye until F slips into the black of her pupil,

and repeatedly through her nostril, her ear, her mouth.

Still on the street, X is leaning right against a big

speaker now; the music already slown down in X’s thought

became an indistinct, thunderous rumble. X’s look turns to

the panels behind the speaker, there is a gap between them

where a twist of cables is visible. He stares at the wires

popping out of the back of the speaker for a moment and then

violently tears them off. X finally falls in a purely mute

and dark sleep.

HOUSE - INT. LIT

X opens his eyes hours later to a slow awakening, painfully

coming out of the sleep/anaesthesia in an atmosphere of

flopped stillness that clashes with all we’ve seen so far as

well as with the music that still reverbs in the flat,

muffled through the walls and windows. When he first moves

his body after resting awake and still, X wearily grabs a

pill taken from a box on the bedside table, ingests it and

starts a timer on his wrist counting down for the drug’s
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effects. He then goes to rest his head on the pillow again

but notices on it the cigarette he was keeping on his ear

the night before, completely tattered. Annoyed, he starts

sweeping away the pieces from the bed and his hair with his

hand, muttering.

X is interrupted by a female voice sound and realises Y is

awake behind him, he turns towards her. The whole dialogue

they have is slow paced, both charachters are coming out of

their sleep.

X

You’re awake.

Y

I heard your voice and I thought it

was still in my dream.

Y takes the earmuffs off and places them on the pllow,

between them.

X

(slightly surprised)

Do you dream?

Y

All the time.

(smiles)

I have beautiful dreams. No more

bad ones. I think I dreamt of the

first time we met.

X forcedly smiles for a moment in reply, then he’s back

being serious.

X

Let’s go out today, meet the

others, have some fun. They were

asking about you yesterday.

Y becomes serious and moves her gaze away from X’s, without

replying.

X

I’m going to go out now and do some

work, I can do some overtime so we

have enough credits and you can

come out, we can do something...

Y

I don’t feel like going out. Not

today. This last period has been so

refreshing... Why don’t you take a

(CONTINUES)
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Y (FOLLOWS)
break too? Stay with me some hours,

we have plenty of spray.

(playful, moves her face

closer to his)

It’s good to wake up next to you.

X

How long are you taking your break

for? I always see you here when I

come in and when I leave. And all

that spray...

Y

(giggles)

It didn’t feel so long to me.

X becomes visibly bothered for an instant, Y notices it and

is embarassed. After a silent pause, X prepares to get up.

X

Okay.

Y

(touches X to stop him from

getting up)

Wait...

The two explore each other’s eyes for a bit. They have been

getting closer and closer throughout the dialogue, so now

the volume of their voices doesn’t need to be very loud to

overpower the music coming from the street.

Y

Why don’t you try? I’ve never felt

so much peace. There’s not a

problem in the world when you do

this... Just peace. I know you

think it’s wrong, but...

X

I don’t think it’s wrong, I

think...

(pauses, doesn’t seem to find

an explaination)

And you know, I do some sleeping

spray sometimes, but...

Y

But it isn’t about the spray, or

about sleeping... It’s about these.

(touches the earmuffs)

I want you to try. It’s incredible

what it feels like. I tell you,

(CONTINUES)
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Y (FOLLOWS)
it’s like nothing you’ve ever

tried. It really makes you see

everything in a different way...

and then you’re so much more

relaxed.

X

It can’t go on forever, you know it

can’t. It’s very dangerous. You’re

not safe doing that, you’re not

even safe inside here. Somebody

coud know already, I feel that.

Y raises her head and leans against X’s cheek, speaking

softly into his ear and caressing his nape.

Y

You don’t have to be worried about

me. No one knows.

X

They could be watching us...

Y

No one can see us.

Y keeps on speaking in X’s ear, but the speakers outside

start playing a loud beat again leaving us unable to hear

her following sentences. X himself hesitates and doesn’t say

anything back to her after she’s done.

Y

...Did you understand?

--

X smokes by the open window, staring at the city landscape

in front of him. The type of view and the loud noise are the

same of the night before but the atmosphere is calmer, more

settled.

We observe a thought of X, flying out of the window into an

ocean of majestic, colourful fractal structres.

--

X sets the lighter down on a messy surface. He then looks

towards the bed and sees that Y is back asleep.

X reaches for an object and opens it revealing it’s a fake

item that serves as hidden container; he pulls a very old

mobile phone out of it, turns the device on/composes a

number and calls.
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STREET - EXT. LIT

In a peripheral corner of the street a DEALER is organising

a meeting speaking at his phone, keeping the device hidden

from the pedestrians. X is in front of him, waiting. When

the DEALER hangs up X speaks to him, he’s ready to pick up

whatever he came to buy; someone walks next to them and the

DEALER interrupts the conversation, displays some dance

moves. The dialogue starts again, the DEALER sneakily hands

a baggie to X.

--

X opens the baggie in his hands, pulls two small earplugs.

He holds them in his palms, hidden, for a bit. It appears

for a moments that the blurry persons in the background

start looking at X all together, but when he turns his gaze

in their direction he can just see them intent in their own

ordinary actions without minding him. He then places the

earplugs in his auricles. The music coming out of the

omnipresent speakers softens to become very feeble, leaving

space and presence to X’s breath sound. X walks in the usual

crowd on the usual chaotic streets observing people and

their actions in this new, muted perceptive state. Different

types of scenes from the daily life of the city’s street

unravel in front of his eyes. The timer on his wrist also

reaches the zero, and the drug X has taken after waking up

starts to manifest its effects through the types of

alterations we’ve seen in the beginning of the film. X is so

taken by the observation that he almost goes straight into a

patrol of bouncers checking ears, when he notices he turns

around.

HOUSE - INT. LIT

X enters the flat, earplugs still on. He goes in the bedroom

and lies down on the bed next to Y.

THE END


